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Abstract 
Two-dimensional (2D) materials have captured the attention of the scientific community 
due to the wide range of unique properties at nanometer-scale thicknesses. While significant 
exploratory research in 2D materials has been achieved, the understanding of 2D electronic 
transport and carrier dynamics remains in a nascent stage. Furthermore, since prior review articles 
have provided general overviews of 2D materials or specifically focused on charge transport in 
graphene, here we instead highlight charge transport mechanisms in post-graphene 2D materials 
with particular emphasis on transition metal dichalcogenides and black phosphorus.  For these 
systems, we delineate the intricacies of electronic transport including bandstructure control with 
thickness and external fields, valley polarization, scattering mechanisms, electrical contacts, and 
doping. In addition, electronic interactions between 2D materials are considered in the form of van 
der Waals heterojunctions and composite films. This review concludes with a perspective on the 
most promising future directions in this fast-evolving field. 
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1. Introduction 
Over the past decade, the superlative properties of single-layer graphene have inspired 
aggressive exploration of other 2D materials, initially focusing on transition metal 
dichalcogenides,1-10 but more recently broadening to the larger family of layered materials.11-18 
Among the unique physical and chemical characteristics of 2D materials, electrical and optical 
properties present specific opportunities in electronic and optoelectronic devices including 
transistors, photodetectors, light-emitting diodes, and solar cells. Indeed, the most optimistic 
projections view atomically thin 2D materials as a post-silicon alternative as conventional 
electronics approach the limits of traditional scaling.5,11,19-21 Although electronic transport in bulk 
layered semiconductors have been studied for over four decades,22-24 the effects of reduced 
screening and quantum confinement in the 2D limit are only beginning to be unraveled.25-27 For 
example, theoretical and experimental efforts have identified intrinsic carrier mobility limits for 
2D materials on idealized atomically flat substrates,17,28,29 but the extension of these results to 
realistic, wafer-scale geometries remains in the early stages of development.30  
The weak van der Waals (vdW) interactions that enable facile exfoliation of atomically 
thin sheets from layered solids also allow the direct assembly of heterojunctions consisting of 
distinct 2D materials.31-36 2D materials can also be integrated with other electronic materials 
including zero-dimensional (0D) quantum dots, one-dimensional (1D) nanotubes, and bulk 
semiconductors to achieve mixed-dimensional vdW heterostructures with unprecedented device 
behavior.5,35,37-39 While these recently emerging heterojunctions are reminiscent of more 
traditional compound semiconductor heterostructures,40 the underling vdW interactions relax 
conventional lattice matching constraints, enabling relatively strain-free and charge-free 
heterointerfaces for most 2D materials.33,36,38 In this manner, a wide array of vdW heterostructures 
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can be realized with broad potential utility in applications such as photodetectors, photovoltaic 
cells, and aggressively scaled digital circuits.19,20,35,41,42 However, compared to highly developed 
compound semiconductors, 2D materials typically show inferior electronic properties including 
lower mobility, reduced stability, and higher contact resistances that require further study and 
optimization before they can effectively compete in real-world technology.30,43-45  
Here, we provide an overview of the factors that underlie electronic transport and 
ultimately control device performance in 2D materials including bandstructure, screening, 
scattering, doping, and contacts.  The relative importance of these issues is assessed through state-
of-the-art metrics and implications for new device architectures. Since pre-existing review articles 
on 2D materials have been dedicated to materials surveys,6,8 devices applications,5,10,20,46 growth 
and processing,7,47,48 chemistry,49 and van der Waals heterojunctions,33,36,38,50 these topics will not 
be the principal focus here.  We will also not discuss electron-electron interactions, metal-insulator 
transitions, or correlated electron phenomena such as charge-density waves (CDW) and 
superconductivity since they have been reviewed previously.51,52 Instead, this review article is 
principally dedicated to electronic transport in 2D materials, and aims to serve as an 
interdisciplinary tutorial and roadmap for future work in this field.  
 
2. Introduction to 2D materials 
The experimental isolation of monolayer graphene initiated voluminous activity in 
condensed matter physics to study the exotic properties resulting from its linear dispersion and 
massless Dirac Fermions.53,54 In addition, the large room-temperature electron mobility in 
graphene (>50,000 cm2/Vs) naturally led to applications in high-speed electronic devices.4,28 
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However, the zero bandgap of graphene presents significant issues in most electronic applications, 
which inspired subsequent efforts to modify graphene in an effort to open a bandgap. For example, 
a bandgap can be opened in graphene by breaking the symmetry of K and K’ points in the first 
Brillouin zone, which led to explorations of graphene-related materials, such as graphene oxide 
and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). In this context, hBN is an extreme example where replacing 
carbon in the K and K’ positions with boron and nitrogen results in a wide bandgap (~6 eV) 
insulator. By providing a nearly defect-free atomically flat dielectric interface, hBN can be 
effectively mated with other 2D materials to reveal nearly intrinsic properties,4,53,54 which will be 
discussed in more detail below. 
Beyond the graphene family, the most studied 2D materials are the layered transition metal 
dichalcogenide (TMDC) compounds, MX2, where M is a transition metal (e.g., Mo, W, Re, and 
Ta) and X is a chalcogen (e.g., S, Se, and Te).  Following the isolation of monolayer graphene, 
more than 30 stable TMDCs have been studied using similar methods over the past decade.6,8,24 
Preceding the recent interest in the 2D limit, bulk layered TMDCs were extensively studied for 
numerous applications in catalysis and lubrication. It should be noted that this early work included 
the first isolation of monolayer MoS2 using adhesive tape assisted mechanical exfoliation in 1966 
and by chemical exfoliation 20 years later.55,56 Following exfoliation, the monolayer thickness of 
~0.7 nm was verified by measuring the width of the shadow created by metal evaporated at an 
angle.55 Later work focused on Hall measurements, which resulted in theories for electron-phonon 
scattering in TMDCs such as MoS2 and WS2.
22,23 Around the same time, Group V TMDCs such 
as TaS2 and NbSe2 were also explored for strongly correlated electron phenomena such as charge 
density waves and superconductivity.52  
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Typical crystal structures of monolayer TMDCs include trigonal prismatic 1H (2H for 
multilayer), 1T, and 1T’ (i.e., distorted-1T) phases (Fig. 1a–c).8,24 The electronic structure of 
TMDCs depends sensitively on the crystal phase, resulting in a range of electronic character 
including metallic, semimetallic, semiconducting, and superconducting for different TMDCs.52,57 
TMDCs based on Groups V and VI tend to be the most heavily studied due to the diverse 
permutations of stable compounds and electronic behavior.5,6,20 Indeed, stable compounds with all 
permutations between Group V and VI metals (i.e., V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, and W) and chalcogens 
(i.e., S, Se, and Te) exist except CrS2/Se2/Te2 and VS2.
8,24 Layered sulfides of Group IV (i.e., Ti, 
Hf, and Zr) also possess interesting semimetallic and semiconducting behavior, but they suffer 
from a high propensity for non-stoichiometric structure due to low energy barriers for intercalation 
of metal atoms.24,58 Group V and VII TMDCs are mostly studied for many-body phenomena such 
as 1T TaS2 for gate-tunable charge density waves and 1T’ ReS2 for linear anisotropy in electrical 
and optical properties.2,6,8,18,24,59 Chalcogenides and halides for Group VIIIa,b,c transition metals 
(e.g., pyrites and marcasites) show both layered and non-layered structures with equally diverse 
electronic structures (e.g., CdI2-structure family) including semiconductors such as FeS2.
6,8,24  
In the 2D limit, semiconducting TMDCs, specifically MoS2, WS2, and WSe2, have 
emerged as attractive materials for electronic devices due to their relatively high charge carrier 
mobilities and appreciable bandgaps that enable large switching ratios in field-effect transistors 
(FETs).5,6,20,60 Furthermore, successful growth at the wafer-scale and ambient stability increase 
their prospects for practical applications.30 With direct bandgaps at the monolayer limit, large 
oscillator strengths, large spin-orbit splitting, and access to the valley degree of freedom at room 
temperature, TMDCs also represent an interesting platform for fundamental studies of light-matter 
interactions, optoelectronics, and nanophotonics.3,46,61-63 In addition, since bulk TMDCs were 
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historically studied in the catalysis community for desulfurization reactions, the recently renewed 
interest in 2D TMDCs has reinvigorated the study of this class of materials in the fields of catalysis, 
chemical and biological sensing, and energy storage.9,49,60  
Layered post-transition metal chalcogenides (PTMCs), such as GaS, SnS, SnS2, and InSe 
(Fig. 1d), are also being explored due to their high mobilities, large photoresponsivities, and in-
plane anisotropy.17,64,65 While some layered PTMCs (e.g., Bi2Se3, see Fig. 1e) have been long 
studied as thermoelectric materials, more recent work has focused on their potential as topological 
insulators (i.e., topologically-protected surface states are conducting while the bulk remains 
insulating).66 Layered dihalides and trihalides of transition metals (e.g., FeCl2 and CrI3) and post-
transition metals (e.g., PbI2 and BiI3) also show exotic optical and magnetic behavior such as 
ferromagnetism in an insulating state.67,68 However, most of these materials are not compatible 
with semiconductor processing, which implies that their applications in solid-state devices are 
limited. Layered 2D oxides such as MoO3 (Fig. 1f),
69,70 2D carbides or MXenes such as Mo2C,
71 
and perovskites72 are also being explored for energy storage, catalysis, and photovoltaics. Layered 
transition metal hydroxides (e.g., Mn(OH)2) and double hydroxides, mostly synthesized via wet 
chemistry routes, are finding niche applications in energy storage, CO2 splitting, and hydrogen 
evolution.70 Layered materials based on actinides (USe2) and rare earth metals (GdCl3) have also 
been isolated and characterized, but their use is not widespread.24  
In addition to 2D compounds, significant effort has been devote to 2D elemental materials 
such as B (borophene), Si (silicene), P (phosphorene), As (arsenene), Sb (antimonene), Bi 
(bismuthene), and Sn (stanene).14,73 However, most of these elemental monolayers (e.g. 
borophene, see Fig. 1g) are grown on metal surfaces in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and show high 
chemical reactivity in ambient conditions, thus limiting device applications.16 Thus far, silicene15 
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and black phosphorus (BP)11,12 have proven to be the most promising electronic materials in this 
class. BP is most actively being pursued due to its high field-effect mobility (~1000 cm2/Vs at 
room temperature), direct and tunable bandgap at all thicknesses, and large in-plane anisotropy 
due to its puckered atomic structure (Fig. 1h).11,12,49 Furthermore, easily achieved p-type 
conduction in BP complements n-type TMDC semiconductors in digital logic and p-n 
heterojunction applications. Since TMDCs and BP have emerged as the leading 2D materials for 
electronic applications, they have received the most attention in research devoted to charge 
transport. Therefore, we will focus most of our subsequent discussion on these 2D materials, 
particularly using MoS2 and BP as model systems.  
 
3. Tunable bandstructure with thickness and fields 
For comparative purposes, Fig. 2 shows the band edges and bandgap for selected 
monolayers of 2D materials along with conventional semiconductors and metals. Due to strong 
quantum confinement in the vertical direction, the electronic structure of 2D materials can change 
significantly with the number of layers.3,17,25 Size-dependent bandgaps and plasmon frequencies 
have been quintessential features of most low-dimensional materials such as quantum dots (QDs) 
and carbon nanotubes (CNTs).74 Group VI TMDCs (e.g., MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2) in 2H 
phases show an evolution from an indirect bandgap of ~1.3, 1.1, 1.4, 1.2 eV in the bulk to a direct 
bandgap of ~1.9, 1.6, 2.1, 1.7 eV in the monolayer limit, respectively.6,27,75 As the thickness is 
increased from monolayer to bilayer, the direct bandgap at the K point of the Brillouin zone 
remains relatively unchanged due to the dominance of transition metal d-orbital that is relatively 
isolated from interlayer coupling.25,76 However, the bands at the Γ point change significantly due 
to the increased contribution of chalcogen pz orbitals (Fig. 3a). This emergence of a smaller indirect 
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gap between the Γ and Q points in bilayers decreases photoluminescence (PL) quantum yields in 
MoS2 by up to a factor of ~10
4 between monolayers and bilayers.3 BP also shows a thickness-
dependent bandgap from 0.3 eV in the bulk to 1.9 eV in the monolayer limit, although the bandgap 
remains direct for all thicknesses of BP.12,13 Recently, the 2D semiconductor InSe (mobility ~1000 
cm2/Vs at room temperature) has also shown unusual layer-dependent behavior with direct 
bandgaps ranging from 1.3 eV in the bulk to 1.8 eV for trilayers.17 However, below three layers, 
InSe transitions to an indirect bandgap semiconductor. In particular, in monolayer InSe, the 
fundamental transition across the bandgap is forbidden due to a combination of out-of-plane mirror 
symmetry and large pz character at the band edges. Interestingly, monolayer InSe still shows a PL 
peak at ~2.9 eV, resulting from recombination between deeper bands (Fig. 3b).17 Another 
interesting case is ReS2, which shows weak interlayer coupling, resulting in minimal changes in 
bandgap from 1.42 eV in the bulk to 1.52 eV in the monolayer limit.  Furthermore, the weak 
interlayer coupling implies that bulk ReS2 effectively behaves as if it is composed of isolated 
monolayers.18  
The ultrathin body of 2D materials implies incomplete screening of externally applied 
electric and magnetic fields, enabling field-dependent tuning of electronic structure and thus novel 
field-effect devices.76,77 For instance, PL measurements under vertical gate fields have shown 
quantum-confined Stark effect in monolayer MoS2 due to the bandgap tuning in bilayer MoS2 and 
the emergence of interlayer excitons.77,78 In situ scanning tunneling spectroscopy of gated devices 
also show that the Fermi level in monolayer MoS2 can be moved by up to 0.6 eV in a field-effect 
transistor geometry.79 However, the bandstructure near different valleys varies differently with 
field.76 For example, atomic-level calculations based on Wannier functions in few-layer TMDCs 
predict larger field dependence of K-valleys than Γ-valleys or Q-valleys, which are consistent with 
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gated PL measurements (Fig. 3c, d).27 It should be noted that these experimental PL peak shifts 
can only be reconciled with the presence of intralayer excitons (i.e., electron-hole pairs within the 
same layer) as opposed to interlayer excitons (i.e., electron-hole pairs in different layers), which is 
also consistent with other experiments on layer-independent exciton polarizability.27,77 External 
electric field have also been shown to induce charge density wave phase transitions in metallic 
NbSe2 and TaS2.
52,59  
Electronic structure can also be tuned by reversible switching between metastable phases 
in TMDCs. In particular, the semiconducting 1H/2H phase of TMDCs (Fig. 1a) can be converted 
to the metallic 1T phase (Fig. 1b) by Li ion intercalation, after which the 2H phase can be recovered 
by thermal annealing.57 Overall, the diversity of electronic properties in 2D materials, including 
metals and insulators,52,70 combined with the tunability of semiconducting bandstructure with 
thickness and fields offer numerous opportunities for electronic devices.5,6,20,28 However, the 
strong thickness dependence also presents a challenge in that atomic-level precision is needed in 
film uniformity for reliable technology at the wafer-scale.30  
 
4. Valley polarization and anisotropy 
In trigonal prisms of TMDCs, a hexagonal plane of transition metal is sandwiched between 
two hexagonal planes of chalcogens (Fig. 1a, top). Looking from the top surface, alternating K and 
K’ points are occupied by one transition metal and two chalcogens alternatively (Fig. 1a, bottom). 
This lack of inversion symmetry lifts the K-K’ degeneracy, and combined with time reversal 
symmetry, couples the valley degree of freedom with spin.62 Furthermore, the valence band incurs 
large spin-orbit coupling (~0.3 eV),3 resulting in a scenario where different valleys can be 
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populated by circularly polarized light.  Different valleys can also be populated by transverse 
electric fields, which leads to the valley Hall effect without the need for an external magnetic 
field.62,80 It should be noted that the K-K’ symmetry is regained in even layered samples.  
Early research in layered bulk materials showed large anisotropy between in-plane mobility 
(μx, μy) and out-of-plane mobility (μz) (e.g., μx/μz ~103 in bulk MoS2). This anisotropy is not 
necessarily a direct consequence of anisotropy in electronic structure (i.e., effective mass), but 
rather comes from interlayer van der Waals gaps acting as tunneling barriers.81 On other hand, in-
plane anisotropy in mobility is usually a direct consequence of anisotropy in effective mass.  For 
example, BP and ReS2 show μx/μy ratios of 1.8 and 1.56, respectively (Fig. 3e).82,83 Similarly, 
strong in-plane anisotropy has been observed in optical properties, photocurrent, 
photoluminescence, and thermal conductivity, which is potentially useful for polarization-
dependent electro-optical and electro-thermal devices.13  
 
5. Electronic transport  
In this section, we first discuss intrinsic mechanisms affecting electrical conductivity in 
individual 2D materials, followed by performance-limiting extrinsic factors such as contacts, 
substrates, and doping in practical devices. Separate sub-sections allow focused discussion and 
easy access to references, but the sub-sections are interrelated and provide a holistic picture when 
considered in aggregate.  
 
5.1 Carrier screening, scattering, and mobility 
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The general properties of free electron screening in 2D are well understood from one of the 
earliest examples of a 2D system, namely the field-effect inversion layer in silicon.74 More 
recently, anomalous screening effects in graphene due to its linear energy dispersion proved 
critical in understanding the origins of high mobility in graphene.53,54 Fig. 4a shows major sources 
of carrier scattering in 2D FETs: (1) electron-phonon interactions; (2) Coulomb scattering from 
charged impurities (CI); (3) surface optical (SO) phonons (also called remote interfacial phonons); 
(4) surface roughness; and (5) structural defects.74 Historically, Fivaz and Mooser first studied 
bulk TMDCs in the 1960s and reported the temperature dependence of the Hall mobility as μ = 
μ0(T/300 K)-γ with γ = 2–3 dominated by electron-phonon scattering at room temperature (γ = 2.6, 
2.5, 2.4, 2.1 for MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and GaSe, respectively).
23,84 Similarly, Keyes observed μ ~ 
T-1.5 trend for mobility in bulk BP in 1953 and justified the same by electron-phonon scattering.96 
More recently, Kassbjerg et al. studied electron-phonon scattering in monolayer MoS2 from first 
principles and calculated a phonon-limited room temperature mobility of ~400 cm2/Vs.26 Most 
studies on MoS2 transistors report significantly lower values, which indicates that other scattering 
mechanism need to be considered. 
Models based on Thomas-Fermi (TF) screening capture the most essential features of MoS2 
transistors (TF screening length is defined as 𝜆𝑇𝐹 = √(𝜀2𝑑𝑡2𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑥) 𝜀𝑜𝑥⁄  ~7 nm, where ε2d and εox 
are dielectric constants of the 2D material and oxide dielectric, and t2d and tox are thicknesses of 
the 2D material and oxide dielectric, respectively).85,86 Competing roles of screening and interlayer 
resistance were further revealed in uneven current density (hot spots) within few-layer MoS2 (Fig. 
4b).85 More recently, Lindhard screening has been used to fully describe screening of free carriers 
and CIs, allowing the temperature and carrier density dependence of mobility to be determined.87 
In this manner, the dielectric functions and temperature-dependent polarizabilities have been 
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worked out to obtain scattering matrix elements and momentum relaxation rates for most Group 
VI TMDCs and BP.88-91 In particular, the mobility from individual scattering mechanisms (μi) is 
calculated within the relaxation time approximation of the Boltzmann transport equation, after 
which these terms are added via Matthiessen’s rule (𝜇𝑛𝑒𝑡
−1 = ∑ 𝜇𝑖
−1).26,74,76,87 For TMDCs, two 
classes of electron-phonon interactions appear to be dominant: (1) lattice deformation potential 
(DP), which involves quasi-elastic scattering by longitudinal acoustic (LA) and transverse acoustic 
(TA) phonons; (2) Fröhlich interaction for inelastic scattering by in-plane optical phonons and out-
of-plane homopolar phonons. The resulting scattering matrix from Fermi’s golden rule is divided 
by the effective dielectric constant to obtain the relaxation rate for different scattering 
processes.74,87 
 Due to the ultrathin body of 2D materials, the dielectric mismatch with surrounding media 
can significantly alter the shape of the Coulomb potential within the 2D semiconductor.87 In Fig. 
4c, qTF/q = ε2d – 1, where ε2d, qTF, and q are the dielectric constant, TF screening wave vector, and 
phonon wavevector, respectively, is plotted against effective dielectric constant of the 
environment, εe = (κ1+κ2)/2 from Fig. 4a.87 For low-κ environments (i.e., εe < ε2d), screening is 
stronger for low scattering angles, whereas for high-κ environments (i.e., εe > ε2d), the opposite is 
true. Therefore, free carrier screening is weakened by high-κ environments, and CI screening is 
enhanced by high-κ environments.  High-κ materials (e.g., HfO2 and ZrO2) also have low-energy 
SO phonons that can be excited remotely by electrons in the semiconductor. Although high-κ 
dielectrics have enhanced mobility in graphene, the results are mixed in the case of TMDCs. A 
systematic study on different combinations of top-gate and bottom-gate dielectrics (εe = 1 – 25) 
concluded that most high-κ dielectrics are likely to degrade mobility in MoS2 (Fig. 4d,e).87 
Therefore, the best strategy to maximize mobility is to reduce CI scattering using a suspended 
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geometry or hBN dielectrics. As expected, the mobility of 2D materials increases with the number 
of layers for the first few layers due to improved screening of CIs and then begins to decrease in 
thicker samples due to increased interlayer resistance.86 Extending this concept, mobility can be 
improved by introducing a spacer such as PMMA between the 2D semiconductor channel and the 
oxide substrate.92 The dependence of mobility on carrier density n2d can also be non-trivial.  For 
example, at low n2d, mobility increases due to increased screening of CIs by free carriers, but at 
high n2d, the characteristic energy levels of carriers is pushed closer to the polar LO phonon that 
scatters by the Fröhlich interaction. Thus, the transfer characteristics of MoS2 FETs are typically 
nonlinear with the drain current Id varying as ~(Vg)
m, where m = 2 for no screening and m = 1 for 
complete screening, with the mobility in thicker samples saturating at a smaller Vg.
93    
 The ultrathin body of 2D materials also makes them highly sensitive to surface roughness 
(ΔL). Surface roughness is also a common problem in conventional III-V semiconductor 
heterojunctions where the mobility degrades as the ‘sixth-power law’ with surface roughness (ΔL-
6) due to perturbation of quantized energy levels in the 2D electron gas.74 This effect is even more 
significant in high-mobility 2D materials such as graphene, which implies that intrinsic mobility 
limits are achieved on the atomically flat surface of hBN. Structural disorder such as point defects 
and grain boundaries can also have greater deleterious effects in 2D materials compared to bulk 
semiconductors due to larger scattering cross-sections. Specifically, point defects typically cause 
short-range scattering, whereas charged defects and grain boundaries induce long-range fields for 
Coulomb scattering. On other hand, sulfur vacancies act as dopants that can improve mobility in 
CVD MoS2 by filling up traps states below the mobility edge.
43  
The intrinsic limits of mobility in 2D materials have been achieved by careful control of 
substrate and contact engineering.94 For example, few-layer MoS2 sandwiched between hBN films 
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and contacted by graphene (Fig. 5a) shows low-temperature mobility exceeding 104 cm2/Vs 
(limited by CIs) and show Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, while room-temperature mobility 
(~100 cm2/Vs) is limited by optical phonons.29 The temperature exponent (μ ~T-γ) ranges between 
1.9 and 2.3, comparable to the optical phonon-limited μ ~T-2.6 for bulk MoS2 (Fig. 5b). Few-layer 
(monolayer) MoS2 devices on SiO2 show comparable room temperature mobilities of ~120 cm
2/Vs 
(~60 cm2/Vs) but significantly reduced low temperature mobilities of ~400 cm2/Vs (~120–300 
cm2/Vs) with γ = 0.67–1.7 in unencapsulated devices and γ = 0.3–0.73 in top-gated devices.95-99  
Since a μ ~T-1 trend is expected from acoustic deformation potential scattering above the Bloch-
Grüneisen temperature,26 the measured values of γ are justified in first principles mobility models 
for monolayer MoS2 by considering Raman-active optical phonons (E
1
2g ~49 meV) and homopolar 
phonons (A1g ~52 meV) (Figs. 4e).
26,87,100 These mobility models also explain the ~50% decrease 
in γ (i.e., ~37% increase in μ) in top-gated devices.100 Sandwiching schemes based on hBN have 
also been used to probe the intrinsic performance of other 2D semiconductors such as hBN-
sandwiched InSe yielding low-temperature mobilities of ~104 cm2/Vs (and Shubnikov–de Haas 
oscillations) and room-temperature mobilities of ~1000 cm2/Vs, which are the highest for any n-
type 2D semiconductor. Among p-type materials, few-layer BP has shown the highest mobility 
values (~1000 cm2/Vs at room temperature), although the bandgap of few-layered BP is essentially 
that of bulk BP (~0.3 eV), which leads to a modest switching ratio (< 500). Finally, variable range 
hopping has been reported in some low-mobility MoS2 transistors (μ < 10 cm2/Vs).93,98 The 
conflicting reports on hopping versus diffusive transport for MoS2 suggests that processing 
residues and imperfect electrical contacts play an important role in many cases.93,96,98 
 It is instructive to compare the mobility and bandgap of the most promising 2D materials 
with competing technologies such as thin-film transistors (TFTs), silicon-on-insulator (SOI), and 
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ultra-thin body (UTB) devices (Fig. 5c).5,20 Due to its high-mobility, large switching ratio (>108), 
and reduced short-channel effects, the progress in MoS2 transistors has been monitored by ITRS 
since 2012.21 In particular, mechanically exfoliated MoS2 devices show comparable mobility to 
commercial UTB devices on strained-Si,101 Si-Ge alloys,102 and InGaAs-on-insulator.103 However, 
the performance of large-area MoS2 devices is thus far inferior, which implies that they are better 
suited as an alternative to TFT technology that is currently dominated by polycrystalline Si, 
organic semiconductors, and metal-oxides such as InGaZnO (Fig. 5c).30,43,104-106 Multilayer BP 
and InSe flakes show higher mobility than UTB technology, but the issue of large-area growth and 
environmental stability has to be resolved for practical viability. Furthermore, although multilayer 
devices show higher mobility and are more forgiving for non-uniform large-area growth, they 
compromise short-channel effects that are considered to be among the most important advantages 
of 2D electronic devices. 
  
5.2 Short-channel effects and high frequency devices  
Since all dimensions ideally scale proportionally in short-channel devices, 2D materials 
offer the ultimate channel length (Lch) limit for integrated circuits.
21 At short Lch, field-effect 
mobility is no longer the most relevant metric of performance because transport is ballistic. 
Instead, current increases with effective mass m* by influencing the density of states g2d 
=gvm*/πℏ2, where gv is valley degeneracy and ℏ is Plank constant.74 Furthermore, at sub-5 nm 
channel lengths, few-layer MoS2 is expected to have enhanced electrostatic control from the gate 
due to a lower in-plane dielectric constant (~4) than Si (~11.7) or GaAs (~12.9).40,107 Most Group 
VI TMDCs are also expected to have smaller drain leakage current than Si and GaAs due to larger 
m* (for MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, m* ~0.56–0.66 m0) compared to Si (m* ~0.29 m0) and GaAs (m* 
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~0.15 m0).
25,27,40,76 It should be noted, however, that the saturation velocity (vs) in MoS2 (2.8 × 10
6 
cm/s) is somewhat smaller than Si (~107 cm/s), GaAs (7.2 × 106 cm/s), and graphene (5.5 × 107 
cm/s), but still sufficiently high to compete with alternative UTB technologies.40,108  
The critical value of Lch (Lc) where the gate begins to lose complete control over the channel 
is defined as 𝐿𝑐 = 𝛼√(𝜀2𝑑𝑡2𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑥) 𝜀𝑜𝑥⁄ , where α ≈ 4 – 6 for FETs.
109 In one study, an MoS2 FET 
(t2d = 5 nm, tSiO2 = 300 nm) showed complete switching (on/off ratio ~10
9) at Lch = 100 nm,
110 
while another study on varying Lch and t2d (tSiO2 = 90 nm) showed the expected parabolic relation 
between Lc and t2d, such that a 5 nm thick MoS2 FET could not be turned off even at Lch = 200 
nm.109 Recently, it was shown that MoS2 FETs could be turned off by an embedded gate defined 
by a single carbon nanotube (diameter, Lg ~1 nm), although the total channel length was actually 
~500 nm so the device was not formally in the short-channel regime.107  
In high frequency applications, MoS2 FETs with gate length Lg ~ Lch = 500 nm showed 
moderate current saturation and a cut-off frequency (fT = vs/(2πLg) of 6.7 GHz.111 Meanwhile, 
higher mobility BP has shown superior high frequency performance in scaling and speed. For 
example, 20 nm long BP FETs showed on/off ratios of ~100 with width-normalized currents 
exceeding 0.1 mA/μm.42 Similarly, radio frequency BP devices have been realized with fT ~ 20 
GHz at Lg = 300 nm.
112 Further improvements in amplifier speed would likely be enabled by higher 
mobilities and shorter Lg, preferably using the ultraclean interfaces of hBN sandwiches. For high 
output impedance in practical circuits, the current saturation also needs to be improved in short-
channel devices. 
 
5.3 Electrical contacts  
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Electrical contacts play the integral role of charge injection and collection in all electronic 
devices. The quality of contacts in transistors is typically characterized by the contact resistance 
(Rc). A small Rc is desired for high ON state current and large gain in amplifiers and photodetectors. 
The issue of electrical contacts is especially critical in 2D materials for the following four reasons. 
First, there is a fundamental limit to Rc from a 3D metal to a 2D semiconductor based on the 
number of conduction pathways: Rc = h/(2e
2kF) = 0.026/(n2D)
0.5 ≈ 30 Ω, where kF is the Fermi 
wavevector.45 Second, due to their exceptionally high surface area to volume ratios, the electronic 
structure of 2D materials can be strongly perturbed by metal contacts.20,45,113 Third, unlike bulk 
semiconductors, substitutional doping has been difficult to realize in 2D materials, which would 
otherwise be used to ensure proper energy level alignment with the metal. Finally, a van der Waals 
tunnel barrier typically exists between the metal contact and the 2D semiconductor that further 
increases Rc.
45 Following bulk semiconductors, the early efforts in 2D materials were focused on 
identifying suitable metals to selectively interface with the conduction band (CB) or valence band 
(VB) for electron or hole transport, respectively. However, deviations from the ideal Schottky-
Mott model can occur by Fermi level pinning by surface states (Bardeen model), metal-induced 
gap states (Heine model), or defect-induced gap states.40,45 Thus, the actual Schottky barrier height 
(ΦSB) is often independent of metal work function (ΦM) or scales linearly as ΦSB ~ KcΦM with Kc 
< 1.  
Two-dimensional materials often show unique Fermi-level pinning behavior. Even an ideal 
Au-MoS2 contact without any defects involves strong interactions between Au and S atoms, which 
weakens the Mo-S bond of MoS2.
113 Consequently, even in the presence of the intervening S atom, 
the Mo d-orbital is rehybridized with the Au d-orbital. Since the Mo d-orbital forms 80% of the 
CB, the Fermi level is pinned in the upper half of the bandgap, explaining the typical n-type 
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behavior independent of contact metal. Beyond the resulting interface gap states, the strong dipole 
interaction also modifies the local work function of the metal by inducing charge modulation (Fig. 
6a, b).113 Inclusion of defects and processing residues can further complicate the contact behavior, 
which helps explain seemingly contradictory reports of ΦSB values. Nevertheless, a systematic 
study revealed the factor Kc = 0.1 for MoS2 contacts with Sc, Ti, Ni, and Pt using a thermionic 
emission model.86 The Fermi level can also be de-pinned to reduce ΦSB by up to ~60% by 
introducing a tunnel barrier (e.g., Ta2O5, MgO, hBN, and TiO2).
114 Recently, two additional 
approaches were reported to significantly improve the contacts with 2D materials. In particular, 
contacting the 1D edge of graphene from the side, instead of depositing metal on top of the basal 
plane, strongly enhances in-plane injection of electrons, significantly reducing Rc.
115 In addition, 
the semiconducting 1H phase of MoS2 can be converted to the metallic 1T phase via Li ion 
intercalation under the metal contacts to achieve Rc as low as 300 Ω-μm (Fig. 6b).57 However, the 
generalizability of these approaches is unproven, which suggests that contact engineering of 
emerging 2D materials will likely remain an active topic of future research.  
 
5.4 Doping, defects, and alloys  
Much of the success of conventional semiconductors can be attributed to the ability to dope 
them n-type or p-type without significantly compromising intrinsic properties, while also being 
able to control bandgap through alloying. In an effort to translate these attributes to 2D materials, 
significant efforts have been made to dope TMDCs by contact engineering and chemical 
functionalization.10,60 As previously discussed, most metals induce Fermi level pinning near the 
CB in MoS2, resulting in n-type doping. On the other hand, high-purity MoO3 (VB ~ 6.3 eV) 
contacts have enabled p-type MoS2 transistors.
116 In addition, the all-surface nature of monolayer 
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materials can be exploited for chemical doping. For example, PL measurements have shown p-
type and n-type doping in MoS2 following functionalization with 7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), 
respectively.117 TCNQ (NADH) increased (decreased) the PL intensity of the neutral exciton in 
monolayer MoS2 via extraction (injection) of excess electrons that favor trion formation. Among 
other 2D materials, p-type BP has been converted to ambipolar or n-type conduction by using 
different metal contacts.12,13  
Structural disorder such as defects and grain boundaries are unavoidable in wafer-scale 
growth of polycrystalline 2D materials.118 Single S vacancies, double S vacancies, and 5|7 defects 
in grain boundaries in TMDCs have shown considerable density of states within the band gap, and 
thus can act as non-radiative recombination sites for photoexcited carriers that limit quantum yield 
in optoelectronic devices.118,119 On other hand, in ambient conditions, S vacancies can stabilize 
excitons by charge transfer from an adsorbate such as O2 or N2, which increases PL efficiency.
120 
Since this type of enhancement mechanism breaks down in the high quantum yield limit, it is more 
effective to passivate S vacancies when optimizing quantum yield.121  
In bulk semiconductors, defects are sometimes used to store charge for memory-based 
devices such as defects at the SiO2–SiN interface being used as an alternative to floating-gate flash 
memory.40 Defects in TMDCs have also shown interesting properties that can be exploited for 
similar applications. In particular, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has revealed migration 
of S vacancies within monolayer MoS2 via the formation of out-of-plane complexes.
122 DFT 
calculations also predict anomalous pathways of defect hopping within 2D materials.123 Namely, 
a 5|7 defects in S-polar grain boundaries can migrate into the grain by forming a 4|6 defect and a 
double S vacancy (Fig. 6d). This mechanism is consistent with the observation of single S 
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vacancies in mechanical exfoliated MoS2 and predominantly double S vacancies and 4|6 defects 
in CVD-grown MoS2.
118,122 Since defect migration is assisted by grain boundaries, devices 
fabricated from polycrystalline MoS2 show field-driven defect motion that has been exploited to 
realize memristive behavior (Fig. 6e).124 Due to the atomically thin nature of 2D MoS2, this 
memristive switching can be controlled by an external gate to achieve functions that hold promise 
for emerging brain-like computing and non-Boolean logic architectures.  
Alloying of TMDCs is especially promising because they form one coherent family of 
compounds with similar structure yet widely different properties.  For example, the bandgap of 
ternary compounds can be varied continuously between two extremes of the constituent binary 
compounds. Two approaches have been employed by substituting either the transition metal or 
chalcogen atom.125-127 Mixing of chalcogens in MoX2 (X = S, Se, or Te) is consistent with the 
Vegard law (i.e., lattice constant varies linearly with mixing fraction). The free energy of mixing 
is negative for all combinations, but the MoS2–MoSe2 alloys is expected to be the most stable.125 
In this case, S-Se nearest neighbors are preferred from entropy considerations, which implies that 
chalcogen mixing does not show a tendency for long-range order or segregation. Indeed, the 
optical bandgap of CVD-grown MoS(2-x)Sex has been found to vary linearly between 1.85 eV and 
1.6 eV as the fraction of Se is increased from 0 to 2 (Fig. 6f).126 Similarly, stable alloys of Mo(1-
x)WxS2 have been reported with the bandgap changing parabolically with W composition, which 
is consistent with DFT calculations.125,127 Although random substitution in alloys breaks down 
crystalline translational symmetry, band delocalization is still preserved in TMDCs due to 
significant d-character at band extrema. Interestingly, uneven distribution of chalcogens in top and 
bottom layers (Fig. 1a) can break down mirror symmetry in the z-direction. In the extreme limit, 
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Janus monolayers have been grown by CVD where S and Se occupy bottom and top layers, 
respectively.128 
Doping of other 2D materials, such as BP with N, has been proposed but experimental 
demonstrations are scarce. Ternary compounds of PMTCs also show wide tunability of bandgap 
such as GaS(1-x)Sex showing PL peak shifts between 2.5 eV and 2.0 eV as the Se composition is 
varied from 0 to 1.64 Alloying between (In, Ga) and (S, Se, Te) is a fertile topic of exploration due 
to the high mobility and photoresponsivity of these compounds. Finally, TMDC alloys involving 
transition metals from different groups have been explored in the bulk,24 but comparable 
monolayer alloys have not yet been achieved.    
 
6. Van der Waals heterojunctions 
One of the most exciting prospects for 2D materials is the ability to stack them in atomically 
abrupt heterojunctions bonded solely by van der Waals (vdW) interactions. Unlike covalently 
bonded heterojunctions in bulk semiconductors, vdW heterojunctions avoid dangling bonds and 
trapped charges. This relaxation of the lattice matching condition allows vast permutations of 2D 
material heterojunctions.33,36 Graphene was the first 2D material used in vdW heterojunctions as a 
barrister with bulk Si and as an FET with hBN.31,37 Most graphene-based vdW heterojunctions rely 
on tuning the graphene Fermi level by electrostatic doping on nearly defect-free hBN substrates. 
However, the zero bandgap of graphene is incompatible with many semiconductor heterojunction 
applications such as light emitters and solar cells. On the other hand, vdW heterojunctions from 
2D semiconductors have been used in a range of advanced devices including Esaki diodes, tunnel 
transistors, gate-tunable photovoltaic cells, light emitting diodes (LEDs), anti-ambipolar rectifiers, 
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and photodetectors.34,35,39,129-132 Instead of surveying individual devices, here, we focus instead on 
the broader concepts of band alignment, device architecture, and bottleneck issues.  
Most 2D semiconducting vdW heterojunctions can be divided into type-II (staggered) or 
type-III categories (broken) (Fig. 7a, b). Type-I (straddling) heterojunctions are mostly used to 
create a 2D electron gas in bulk semiconductors and are less relevant here.40 The most significant 
materials parameters for determining heterojunction properties, such as CB and VB positions, 
electron versus hole doping, and direct versus indirect band gap are listed in Fig. 2.  Versatile type-
II heterojunctions provide rectification for signal amplification, charge transfer for photon energy 
conversion, and charge recombination for light emission.40 Due to the weak screening in 2D 
materials, the Fermi level at the heterojunction can be tuned by the gate electrode, which allows 
for field-driven control of rectification and photoresponse in p-n heterojunction diodes.  For 
example, the short-circuit current in the type-II heterojunction MoS2/WSe2 varies with gate bias 
(Fig. 7a).46,133 Varying the bandgap with thickness and integrating dual gates present additional 
degrees of freedom for further control of charge transport. For example, dual-gated few-layer 
MoS2/WSe2 heterojunctions have achieved both band-to-band tunneling in reverse bias (Zener 
diode) and negative differential resistance in forward bias (Esaki diode).131 
Another promising application of vdW heterojunctions are low-power tunneling devices 
that achieve switching below the thermal limit of ~60 mV/decade in FETs. In addition, room 
temperature negative differential resistance has been realized by type-III BP/SnS2 vdW 
heterojunctions with a peak-to-valley ratio of 1.8 (Fig. 7b). A quick look at Fig. 2 suggests other 
possible combinations of materials for type-III heterojunctions such as monolayers of p-type SnS 
and n-type HfS2 that could yield higher peak-to-valley ratios. It should be noted that this negative 
differential resistance behavior is akin to a bulk Esaki diode and qualitatively different from 
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negative differential resistance switching in graphene-based vdW heterojunctions that rely on 
forbidden tunneling of electrons that cannot satisfy momentum conversation at higher Fermi 
levels, a condition uniquely enabled by the linear energy dispersion of graphene.  
Van der Waals heterojunctions can be fabricated in two geometries, namely lateral and 
vertical (Fig. 7c).134-136 In the lateral geometry, two semiconductors are stacked in a misaligned 
geometry so that electrodes can be placed on non-overlapping areas. In contrast, the vertical 
geometry uses electrodes in direct contact with the two sides of the heterojunction (Fig. 7c). While 
the lateral geometry allows better control of electrostatics, the current density is limited by the 
series resistance of non-overlapping areas.38,39,135,136 Atomically thin lateral heterojunctions have 
also been realized by stitching p-type and n-type MoS2/WSe2 semiconductors by CVD growth 
(Fig. 7c).130 On the other hand, the vertical geometry allows larger current density at the expense 
of electrostatic control and leakage current from intrinsic crystal defects in 2D materials.133  
Integrating 2D materials with materials of different dimensionality such as 0D quantum 
dots (QDs), 1D nanotubes and nanowires, and 3D bulk semiconductors expands the phase space 
of possible device functions.5,38,39,135,137,138 For example, record high photoresponsivity (~107 
A/W) has been achieved in 2D-0D graphene-PbS QD heterojunctions by taking advantage of the 
high mobility of graphene and the high optical absorption of QDs.46 On other hand, Fӧrster-like 
nonradiative energy transfer was observed between MoS2 and core-shell CdSe/CdZnS QDs.
138 
Tunnel transistors using 2D-3D MoS2-germanium heterojunctions achieved a subthreshold swing 
of ~32 mV/decade and net operating voltage ~0.1 V.132 Similarly, 2D-1D MoS2-CNT and 1D-3D 
CNT-IGZO vdW heterojunctions enable anti-ambipolar characteristics that have the potential to 
simplify circuits used in signal processing.39,137 Integrating 2D materials with organic 
semiconductors presents additional opportunities for photovoltaics. For example, heterojunctions 
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between MoS2 and organic donor polymers have demonstrated internal quantum efficiencies up to 
40% in a ~20 nm thick solar cell.41 Pentacene-MoS2 vdW heterojunctions have further shown 
ultrafast hole transfer (~6 ps) and long-lived charge separated states (~5 ns, which is 2–80 times 
longer than 2D-2D heterojunctions) (Fig. 7d).119  
 
7. Composite films 
The large surface area to volume ratio of nanomaterials has been extensively exploited for 
chemical sensing, catalysis, electrochemistry, and energy storage. 2D materials provide the 
ultimate scaling in one dimension while preserving robust mechanical strength in the orthogonal 
plane. The van der Waals interaction between layers also enables facile means of exfoliation by 
intercalation of alkali metal ions or mechanical shear forces.7,48 These factors have naturally led to 
the exploration of composite films of 2D materials. Since methods for solution exfoliation and 
thin-film assembly have been reviewed elsewhere,7,48,139,140 we focus here on issues related to 
electronic transport in composite films.  
Fig. 7e, f show the typical morphology of a composite film where 2D flakes (area < 1 μm2) 
are assembled in random orientation within the plane while maintaining a certain degree of 
anisotropy out-of-plane.140,141 Charge transport within an individual flake can be diffusive (band-
like) or hopping-type depending on several factors such as intrinsic electronic structure and 
delocalization of defect states.93,96,98 In the absence of post-fabrication sintering, inter-flake 
transport is expected to be variable-range hopping with the probability of hopping scaling as ~exp[-
2R/α–W/kT], where R, α, and W are the distance between nearest neighbor flakes, attenuation 
length, and energy difference between conduction states in the flakes, respectively (Fig. 7f). Thus, 
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compact films with flakes of uniform size and thickness are preferred for higher conductivity. For 
example, density gradient ultracentrifugation of ReS2 flakes enabled by weak interlayer coupling 
resulted in electrical conductivity that is ~108 times higher than MoS2 films made from standard 
sonication.142  Since some 2D materials such as BP tend to degrade in ambient conditions, solution-
processing in anhydrous solvents allows a method for preserving the intrinsic properties of 
individual flakes.49,143  Ultimately, highly conducting films are desired that are thin enough for 
electrostatic control in a field-effect geometry. So far, this goal has been elusive, although gating 
was recently achieved by ion-gel penetrating composite dielectrics made from hBN flakes (Fig. 
7e).141 Since mechanically exfoliated TMDCs show exceptionally high photoresponsivities (e.g., 
~105 A/W for ReS2),
35 a more promising application of 2D material composites are photodetectors 
where they potentially compare favorably with commercial Si photodiodes (~1 A/W).40  
 
8. Future outlook 
 The initial exploration of post-graphene 2D materials followed the footsteps of graphene 
research, resulting in a rapid demonstration of a wide range of electronic devices and emergent 
charge transport phenomena. At present, while the fundamental understanding of electronic 
transport in individual 2D materials is reaching maturation, several bottleneck issues remain for 
wafer-scale practical applications. From the materials science perspective, significant challenges 
surround the realization of robust wafer-scale growth methods that yield uniform and controllable 
thickness. For example, early research in powder-vaporization (or CVD) resulted in small-area 
films with insufficient thickness control.43,47,118 Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and atomic-layer 
deposition (ALD) also did not fully resolve these issues. Recently, metal-organic chemical vapor 
deposition (MOCVD) has produced monolayers of MoS2 and WS2 over 4-inch wafers with 
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respectable mobilities of ~30 cm2/Vs (Fig. 8a), although the reported growth time of 26 hours is 
uncomfortably long for most industrial processes.30 Controlled substitutional doping is another 
major objective to enable tunable bandgaps and contact engineering (Fig. 8b). Towards this end, 
ternary TMDC compounds have shown initial success, but quaternary compounds such as MxW(1-
x)SySe(2-y) and InxGa(1-x)SySe(1-y) are relatively uncommon. Furthermore, due to the limited 
understanding about the effects of doping on electronic transport in two-dimensions, more readily 
accessible synthetic materials would facilitate this direction of investigation. Finally, some of the 
most promising 2D materials such as elemental monolayers of BP and silicene are unstable in 
ambient conditions.14-16,73,144  Therefore, robust passivation schemes are needed to retain their high 
performance in practical environments, and effective processing strategies are required for 
seamless integration into circuits (Fig. 8c).44 Since electronic transport is more sensitive to 
degradation-induced traps and defects than common spectroscopy tools, comparative assessment 
of different passivation schemes should employ tools beyond standard metrology.144 
 The chemistry of 2D materials also presents unique challenges and opportunities compared 
to conventional bulk semiconductors. The high surface area to volume ratio of 2D materials 
implies that chemical functionalization can dramatically affect properties with the lone electron 
pair on the chalcogen atoms in TMDCs and phosphorus atoms in BP providing opportunities for 
Lewis acid/base chemistry and radical-based chemistry.49,145 The challenge, however, is to identify 
covalent functionalization chemistries that enable electronic structure tuning without perturbing 
band delocalization and charge carrier mobility (Fig. 8d). In terms of optoelectronics, the 
conversion efficiencies of photons to electrons in photodetectors and solar cells, and electrons to 
photons in light-emitting diodes are ultimately dictated by the relative timescales of radiative and 
non-radiative processes.74,99 Therefore, chemical routes for passivating non-radiative 
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recombination sites hold significant promise for enhancing optoelectronic technologies based on 
2D materials. Mixed-dimensional vdW heterojunctions that mate 2D materials with 0D or 1D 
nanostructures also present a broad and relatively unexplored phase space for fundamental 
research and application development (Fig. 8f).138  
 From the device engineering perspective, future efforts are likely to explore the ultimate 
scaling limit for sub-5 nanometer transistors, particularly because the high mobility and immunity 
to short-channel effects in Group VI TMDCs meet the requirements set by ITRS.21 One can further 
imagine a scenario where all components of electronic devices, namely semiconducting channels, 
metallic contacts, and insulating dielectrics, are composed of 2D materials in a seamless fashion 
(Fig. 8g).146 Thus far, a limited number of high-quality 2D material heterojunctions have been 
grown, which implies that significant future research is still required to achieve scalable all-2D 
electronic architectures. In addition, the extrinsic effects of metal contacts and interfacial disorder 
in 2D materials remain a major challenge for 2D device engineering (Fig. 8h). Side-contact 
geometries, 1T phase contacts, and hBN substrates have shown promise in individual devices, but 
a scalable route for uniformly realizing these device concepts at the wafer-scale has not yet been 
established. We again stress that conventional techniques of contact-engineering usually fail in 2D 
materials, and thus a fundamental understanding of charge injection and collection is critical for 
identifying unconventional solutions. Similarly, despite tremendous activity in vdW 
heterojunctions at the single device level, the scalability of vdW heterojunctions remains an 
outstanding issue. The challenge in this case is two-fold.  Not only do individual components need 
to be uniform at the wafer-scale with atomic-scale thickness control, but the different layers should 
also be aligned with the precision of the node-size (Fig. 8i). Drawing lessons from the long success 
of self-aligned gates in conventional Si FETs, analogous self-alignment methods are likely to yield 
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breakthroughs in vdW heterojunctions. Finally, although this article primarily focused on 
electronic transport in individual 2D materials, more complex materials systems such as partially 
oxidized chalcogenides (e.g., Bi2O2Se),
147 naturally occurring complex heterojunctions (e.g., 
franckeite and alternative layers of PbS and SnS2),
148 and emerging synthetic vdW heterojunctions 
present vast promise for future charge transport experiments.   
 
9. Summary points 
1. The vast library of 2D layered materials show diverse electronic structure and properties 
that are strongly dependent on thickness and external fields.  
2. Theoretical and experimental data on scattering mechanisms show close agreement and 
reveal that intrinsic mobility limits are realized with tight control of interfacial 
homogeneity as has been demonstrated with hexagonal boron nitride. 
3. Extrinsic effects such as contacts, defects, substrate effects, and environment limit 
performance in most electronic devices, thus necessitating the development of mitigating 
surface and interfacial treatments. 
4. Group VI transition metal dichalcogenides, black phosphorus, and indium selenide show 
significant promise for ultra-thin body electronics and optoelectronics.  
5. Stacking of 2D layers in van der Waals heterostructures show emergent phenomena and 
novel device characteristics that can be further generalized and enhanced by employing 
additional low-dimensional nanostructures.  
6. Uniform large-area growth, controlled stitching of different 2D materials, and alloying 
schemes are among the most significant challenges for practical realization of 2D 
electronics.  
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Figure 1. Crystal structure of post-graphene 2D materials (top and side views). (a) Trigonal prismatic 
crystal structure of 1H TMDCs such as MoS2 and WS2. (b) Octahederal crystal structure of 1T TMDCs 
such as WTe2 and PTMCs such as SnS2. (c) Distorted octahedral crystal structure in 1T’ form of TMDCs 
such as ReS2 and SiS2. (d) Crystal structure of III-VI monochalcogenides such as InSe and GaS. (e) Crystal 
structure of monolayer Bi2Se3. (f) Crystal structure of monolayer MoO3. (g) Crystal structure of one of the 
phases of monolayer borophene grown on Ag (111). (h) Puckered anisotropic crystal structure of monolayer 
black phosphorus (BP).  
 
 
Figure 2. Electronic band parameters of selected 2D materials. Position of conduction band (CB) 
minima and valence band (VB) maxima for selected 2D monolayers and conventional semiconductors with 
respect to vacuum. The work function is provided for metals and semimetals. Materials are classified by 
color as: 2D metals (index 1,2, black); 2D semi-metals (3,4, orange), hBN (5, brown); BP (6, green); 1H 
TMDCs (7-21, blue); PTMCs (22-29, cyan); inorganic semiconductors (30-34, magenta); organic 
semiconductors (35-37, yellow); semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (s-SWCNTs) (38, dark 
yellow); PbS quantum dots (39, dark blue). The red lines on the right axis show the work functions of 
common metal contacts. Information in parentheses: D = direct band gap; I = indirect band gap, p(n) = 
predominantly hole (electron) conduction; p/n = both electron and hole conduction or ambipolar 
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conduction; D/I = both direct and indirect gap possible depending on phase. In case the electron affinity 
(CB) is not available for monolayers, this value is taken from the bulk. In case of large differences in optical 
and electronic bandgaps (e.g., 1.8 eV versus 2.4 eV for MoS2, respectively), electronic bandgaps are plotted. 
All materials parameters are collected from the following references.6,8,17,18,24,40,41,64,65,75,104,149-151 
 
 
Figure 3. Tuning electronic structure with thickness and field. (a) Band structure of monolayer and 
bilayer WS2 calculated by density functional theory (DFT). A direct transition at the K point for monolayers 
and an indirect transition (K-Γ) for bilayers are shown by arrows. VB and CB extrema are highlighted. (b) 
Photoluminescence spectra of InSe flakes with varying thicknesses measured with three excitation energies 
of 2.3, 2.7, and 3.8 eV. All photoluminescence (PL) peaks are normalized with number of layers (N) except 
the bulk (~45 nm). Inset shows N-dependent PL peaks for excitons A and B with DFT calculations 
(squares). (c) Schematic of interlayer and intralayer excitonic transitions in a few-layer TMDC field-effect 
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transistor (FET). (d) Bandgap change at K points with external field for 4, 6, and 11 layers of MoS2. Open 
circles show the experimental PL peak shift. Solid and dashed lines show the calculated peak shift for 
intralayer and interlayer excitons, respectively. (e) Polar plot showing in-plane anisotropy in electrical 
conductivity and optical absorbance of black phosphorus (BP). Angle-resolved conductivity and 
polarization-resolved infrared (2700 cm-1) relative extinction was measured along six directions on the BP 
flake (inset). Scale bar: 50 μm. Figure panels are adapted with permission as follows: panel a, Reference25, 
copyright @ 2011 American Physical Society; panel b, Reference17, copyright @ 2017, Nature Publishing 
Group (NPG); panels c and d, Reference27, copyright @ 2017, arxiv.org; panel e, Reference83, copyright @ 
2014, NPG. 
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Figure 4. Charge screening and scattering in 2D materials. (a) Schematic of a 2D layered FET in a dual-
gated geometry. k1 and k2 are dielectric constants for dielectric 1 and 2, respectively. (b) Schematic of 
current distribution in a 13-layer MoS2 FET showing position of the maximum current density (hot spot) 
determined by competing effects of conductivity and charge screening. (c) Effect of dielectric mismatch on 
screening in monolayer MoS2. The inset shows scattering of conduction electrons on the Fermi circle from 
wavevector ki to kf by a phonon of wavevector q = kf – ki. The Fermi circle is larger for larger carrier 
density (ns), which implies that the scattering angle (θ) decreases with increasing ns. (d) Top: Calculated 
values of phonon-limited mobility of monolayer MoS2 for different combinations of dielectrics. εe = 
(k1+k2)/2 is the average dielectric constant seen by MoS2. Phonon-limited mobility values decrease with 
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increasing εe due to SO phonon scattering. Bottom: Critical density of charged impurities (CIs) NI at which 
phonon-limited mobility equates to CI-limited mobility. High-k dielectric is more effective when MoS2 is 
already disordered with CIs, resulting in marginal improvements in mobility. (e) Experimental mobility 
values (circles) compared with mobilities calculated from different scattering mechanisms (lines) for a few-
layer MoS2 FET on a SiO2 substrate. Panels are adapted with permission as follows: panel b,  Reference85, 
copyright @ 2013, American Chemical Society; panels c and d, Reference87, copyright @ 2014, American 
Physical Society; panel e, Reference95, copyright @ 2012, Nature Publishing Group.    
 
 
Figure 5. Field-effect mobility and performance metrics. (a) Schematic of a monolayer MoS2 FET 
sandwiched between hBN layers and contacted by graphene. (b) Temperature-dependent mobility for 
different thicknesses of MoS2. Adapted with permission from Reference29, copyright @ 2015, Nature 
Publishing Group. (c) Mobility and bandgap of the most promising 2D semiconductors compared with 
competing ultra-thin body (UTB) technologies. Mobility values of monolayer MoS2, few-layer MoS2, few-
layer BP, trilayer (3L) InSe, and graphene are taken from ref29, ref95, ref12, ref17, ref115, and ref28, 
respectively. Mobility data for SWCNT thin films, C8-BTBT, and inorganic metal oxide InGaZnO are taken 
from ref106,  ref104, and ref105, respectively. Mobility values of stained Si, Si-Ge alloys, and InGaAs-on-
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insulator are taken from ref101, ref102, and ref103, respectively. Blue and red ovals show mobility range of 
commercial UTB and TMDCs, respectively.     
 
 
Figure 6. Role of contacts, defects, and alloying. (a) Schematic of atomic-level DFT calculations for a 
contact between Au and monolayer MoS2. (b) Calculated electron density showing cycles of charge 
accumulation and depletion from Fermi level pinning and orbital-mixing between S and Au atoms. (c) Plot 
of resistance with channel length Lch in a FET with semiconducting 2H MoS2 as the channel and metallic 
1T MoS2 as the electrodes. Extrapolation to Lch = 0 gives a contact resistance Rc ~ 300 Ω-μm. The inset 
shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the 2H and 1T regions in a MoS2 flake. (d) DFT 
calculations showing the anomalous mechanism of migration of a 6|4 defect complex in monolayer MoS2 
assisted by an intercalated transition metal atom. (e) Memristive current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a 
device based on CVD-grown MoS2 with grain boundaries. (f) PL peak shift in a CVD-grown alloy MoS(2-
x)Sex with varying content percentage of Se. Inset: Optical bandgap versus Se concentration (%). Panels are 
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adapted with permission as follows: panels a and b, Reference113, copyright @ 2014, American Chemical 
Society (ACS); panel c, Reference57, copyright @ 2014, Nature Publishing Group (NPG); panel d, 
Reference123, copyright @ 2015, ACS; panel e, Reference124, copyright @ 2015, NPG; panel f, Reference126, 
copyright @ 2013, ACS.  
 
 
Figure 7. Van der Waals heterojunctions and composite films. (a) Schematic band diagram and I-V 
characteristics of a type-II p-n heterojunction diode between MoS2 and WSe2. Short-circuit current is tuned 
with gate voltage (Vg). (b) Schematic of band-diagram and I-V characteristics of a type-III p-n 
heterojunction diode between BP and SnSe2 showing negative differential resistance at room temperature. 
(c) Left: Schematic of a lateral vdW heterojunction between covalently stitched MoS2-WSe2 grown by 
CVD. Right: Schematic of a vertical vdW heterojunction between MoS2-WSe2 sandwiched between two 
layers of graphene. (d) Schematic of a mixed-dimensional vdW heterojunction between MoS2 and 
pentacene probed by transient absorption spectroscopy. (e) Scanning electron microscope image showing 
morphology of composite bilayer film obtained by sequential printing of WSe2 and BN inks. (f) Schematic 
of charge transport in a composite film, showing hopping and diffusive transport mechanisms. Panels are 
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adapted with permission as follows: panels a, Reference133, copyright @ 2014, Nature Publishing Group 
(NPG); panel b, Reference129, copyright @ 2015, American Chemical Society (ACS); panel c (lateral), 
Reference130, copyright @ 2015, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS); panel c 
(vertical), Reference133, copyright @ 2014, NPG; panel d, Reference119, copyright @ 2016, ACS; panel e, 
Reference141, copyright @ 2017, AAAS. 
       
 
Figure 8. Challenges and opportunities for electronic transport in 2D materials. (a) Optical micrograph 
of a 4-inch wafer with monolayer MoS2 grown by MOCVD. (b) Schematic of InSe alloyed with Ga and S 
atoms as a potential pathway to substitutional doping. (c) AFM images of unencapsulated BP and a BP 
flake encapsulated by an ALD-grown AlOx passivation layer. Similar passivation strategies are desired for 
reactive 2D materials such as silicene and borophene. (d) Schematic of BP covalently functionalized with 
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an aryl radical. Covalent functionalization holds promise for tailoring bandstructure and acting as a 
passivation layer. (e) Schematic showing various recombination pathways of photoexcited carriers in MoS2. 
Minimizing non-radiative pathways is important for achieving high quantum yields in light-emitting diodes 
and solar cells. (f) Schematic showing energy transfer between a 0D-2D QD-MoS2 heterojunction. (g) 
Schematic showing a CVD-grown 2D electronic circuit with seamless connection between graphene 
(contact) and MoS2 (semiconductor). (h) Schematic showing the vdW gap between a metal and a 2D 
material that acts as tunnel barrier. Effective contact engineering remains a key issue in 2D electronics. (i) 
Schematic showing wafer-scale vdW heterojunctions between 2D materials. A breakthrough in integration 
is needed to move beyond currently used transfer methods for micron-sized individual flakes. Panels are 
adapted with permission as follows: panel a, Reference30, copyright @ 2015, Nature Publishing Group 
(NPG); panel c, Reference44, copyright @ 2014, American Chemical Society (ACS); panel d, Reference145, 
copyright @ 2016, NPG; panel e, Reference119, copyright @ 2016, ACS; panel f, Reference138, copyright 
@ 2014, ACS; panel g, Reference146, copyright @ 2016, NPG; panel h, Reference45, copyright @ 2015, 
NPG.    
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